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Abstract
Music information retrieval (MIR) is an exciting and challenging research area that aims to develop techniques and tools for
organizing, analyzing, retrieving, and presenting music-related data. Being at the intersection of engineering and humanities,
MIR relates to different research disciplines, including signal processing, machine learning, information retrieval, musicology,
and the digital humanities. In this tutorial, using music as a tangible and concrete application domain, we approach the concept
of learning from different angles, addressing technological and educational aspects. In this way, the tutorial serves several
purposes: it gives a gentle introduction to MIR while introducing a new software package for teaching and learning music
processing, it highlights avenues for developing explainable machine-learning models, and it discusses how recent technology
can be applied and communicated in interdisciplinary research and education.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems → Music retrieval; • Applied computing → Sound and music computing;

1. Music Information Retrieval

Music is a ubiquitous and vital part of our lives. Thanks to the pro-
liferation of digital music services, we have access to music nearly
anytime and anywhere, and we interact with music in a variety of
ways, both as listeners and active participants. As a result, music
has become one of the most popular categories of multimedia con-
tent. In general terms, music processing research aims to contribute
concepts, models, and algorithms that extend our capabilities of ac-
cessing, analyzing, understanding, and creating music [MPMV19].
In particular, the development of computational tools that allow
users to find, organize, analyze, and interact with music has be-
come central to the research field known as Music Information
Retrieval (MIR). Given the complexity and diversity of music, re-
search has to account for various aspects such as the genre, the
instrumentation, the musical form, melodic and harmonic proper-
ties, dynamics, tempo, rhythm, and timbre, to name a few. Music
signals typically comprise a wide range and a large number of dif-
ferent sound sources. Postprocessing and the use of audio effects in
the mixing and mastering stages may further complicate the analy-
sis of recorded musical material. Furthermore, music is inherently
multimodal, incorporating speech-like signals (singing), video (of
live performances), and static images (scanned music scores), see
Figure 1. This wealth of data makes MIR an interdisciplinary and
challenging field of research, which closely connects to technical
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Figure 1: Music as a multimodal and challenging application do-
main.

disciplines such as signal processing, machine learning, and infor-
mation retrieval as well as other disciplines such as mathematics,
musicology, and the digital humanities, see Figure 2.

2. General Goal of Tutorial

As an overarching goal of this tutorial, we want to show how mu-
sic can serve as a challenging and instructive multimedia domain
to break new ground in technology and education in various disci-
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Figure 2: Music Information Retrieval (MIR) and its relationships
to other research disciplines.

plines, as shown in Figure 2. In the context of concrete and tangible
MIR applications, we approach and explore the concept of learning
from different angles, see Figure 3. First, learning from data, we
discuss recent deep learning (DL) techniques for extracting com-
plex features and hidden relationships directly from raw music sig-
nals. Second, by learning from the experience of traditional engi-
neering approaches, we indicate how to better understand existing
and develop more interpretable DL-based systems by integrating
prior knowledge in various ways. In particular, we show how one
may transform classical model-based MIR approaches into differ-
entiable multilayer networks, which can then be blended with DL-
based techniques to form explainable hybrid models that are less
vulnerable to data biases and confounding factors. Third, we give
examples of collaborations with domain experts, considering spe-
cialized music corpora to gain a deeper understanding of both the
music data and the models’ behavior while exploring the poten-
tial of computational models for musicological research. Fourth,
we discuss how music may serve as a motivating vehicle to make
learning in technical disciplines such as signal processing or ma-
chine learning an interactive pursuit.

In summary, the tutorial’s novelty lies in presenting a holistic
approach to learning using music as a challenging and tangible ap-
plication domain. In this way, the tutorial serves several purposes:
it gives a gentle introduction to MIR while introducing a new soft-
ware package for teaching and learning music processing, it high-
lights avenues for developing explainable machine-learning mod-
els, and it discusses how recent technology can be communicated
in interdisciplinary research and education.

3. Further Discussion and Literature

In the following, we give more details about the tutorial’s techno-
logical and educational aspects, assuming the different perspectives
of learning as indicated by Figure 3. Furthermore, we provide some
references to the literature for further studies.

Figure 3: Holistic approach to learning with music signals.

3.1. Machine Learning for Music Signal Processing

As in general multimedia processing, many of the recent advances
in MIR and music signal processing have been driven by tech-
niques based on deep learning (DL). For example, DL-based tech-
niques have led to significant improvements for many MIR tasks
such as music transcription [BDDE19, CC19, USW∗19, WDS∗18],
chord recognition [KW16b, POGS19, WL19], local key estima-
tion [WSM20], melody estimation [BMS∗17, DEP19], beat track-
ing [BKW16], tempo estimation [BDK19, SM18], and lyric align-
ment [SED18], to name a few. In particular, significant improve-
ments could be achieved for specific music scenarios where suf-
ficient training data is available. For example, deep learning has
revolutionized the research area of source separation thanks to
the availability of suitable training data in the form of multi-
track music recordings (e.g., having separated tracks for vo-
cals, accompaniment, drums, and bass) [RLS∗18, SED18, SLI18,
SULM19,HKVM20,ÖM22]. An excellent tutorial and open source
tools for music source separation are provided by [MSS20]. As
deep learning advances, one can observe a paradigm shift from
knowledge-driven feature engineering to data-driven feature learn-
ing [GBC16, HBL12]. For example, in the music context, DL-
based techniques have been increasingly used to learn and adapt
feature representations for harmonic analysis from training exam-
ples [KW16a,WZZ∗21]. These are just a few examples of how deep
learning has found its way into the MIR area. Thanks to their abil-
ity to learn (rather than hand-design) features as part of a model,
DL-based techniques seem to increasingly dominate previous en-
gineering techniques. This trend has been reinforced by the avail-
ability of (open-source) software and hardware developments and
the increasing availability of digitized data.

3.2. Interpretable Models and Knowledge Integration

On the downside, DL-based approaches also come at a cost, being
a data-hungry and computing-intensive technology. Furthermore,
the behavior of DL-based systems is often hard to understand, and
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the trained models may capture information that is not directly re-
lated to the core problem. These general properties of DL-based
approaches can also be observed when analyzing and processing
music, which spans an enormous range of forms and styles—not to
speak of the many ways music may be generated and represented.
While in music analysis and classification problems, one aims at
capturing musically relevant aspects related to melody, harmony,
rhythm, or instrumentation, data-driven approaches often capture
confounding factors that may not directly relate to the target con-
cept. One main advantage of classical model-based engineering ap-
proaches is that they result in explainable and explicit models that
can be adjusted in intuitive ways. On the downside, such hand-
engineered approaches not only require profound signal processing
skills and domain knowledge but may also result in highly special-
ized solutions that cannot be directly transferred to other problems.

In the report [MBN∗22], one finds a detailed discussion on the
benefits and limitations of recent deep learning techniques using
music as a challenging application domain. One general strategy
to obtain explainable models that are less vulnerable to data biases
and confounding factors is to combine deep learning with classical
model-based strategies by integrating knowledge at various stages
of a DL-based processing pipeline. For example, one may exploit
knowledge already at the input level by using data representations
that better isolate information known to be relevant to a task and
remove information known to be irrelevant. Knowledge can also be
exploited in the design of the output representation (e.g., structured
output spaces for chord recognition that account for bass, root, and
chroma [MB17]) or the loss function used for optimization (e.g.,
considering hierarchical consistency measures [WCB18, KM22]).
Furthermore, during the data generation and training process, one
may use musically informed data augmentation techniques to en-
force certain invariances [MHB15, SG15, THFK18]. As another
general strategy, one may incorporate musical domain knowledge
via the model architecture to better use its capacity to account for
particular acoustic or structural aspects. For example, many clas-
sical engineering pipelines (e.g., for beat tracking or chord recog-
nition) consist of a series of convolution, rectification, and pooling
operations, which can be reinterpreted and implemented as a multi-
layer network with specific weights and activation functions. In re-
cent years, there has been a research trend in building hybrid neural
networks with fixed components (that mimic traditional engineer-
ing approaches) and free components (that develop the full power
of deep learning). An example of such an approach is the contribu-
tion [EHGR20], which integrates differentiable signal processing
modules into deep learning pipelines.

3.3. Music Understanding and Applications

It is a generally accepted fact in machine learning that “better data
leads to better models” and that understanding your data (and the
task at hand) is essential for advancing DL-based research. There-
fore, MIR experts should collaborate with music experts to gain a
deeper understanding of the datasets involved while exploring the
potential of computational tools within concrete application sce-
narios of musicological relevance. On a broader level, such inter-
disciplinary collaborations explore to which extent and how musi-
cological research may benefit from using (recent) computer-based

methods [GHGM13, HvKKV17, RSM23, Tza14, VWK11]. On the
one hand, MIR research has contributed with technology that al-
lows music scientists to browse, search and analyze extensive mu-
sic collections concerning musically relevant structures in an intu-
itive and interactive way. On the other hand, collaborating with mu-
sic experts introduces new perspectives and scientific challenges in
engineering and data science.

As argued before, the success of deep learning depends very
much on the availability of (suitably annotated and structured) data.
As in other multimedia domains, DL-based approaches in MIR
that have been trained on datasets of limited diversity (e.g., us-
ing only Western popular music) often result in models that over-
fit to specific musical and acoustic characteristics. For example,
training singing voice separation models mainly on popular mu-
sic may result in models that perform poorly on opera record-
ings. Similarly, multi-pitch estimation models trained on Western
music that is based on the 12-tone equal-tempered scale may fail
for non-Western music based on different tonal concepts. Having
cross-disciplinary collaborations with music experts and working
with non-standard datasets is essential to gain a deeper understand-
ing of machine learning methods and their (overfitting) behavior,
see [WSM20] for an example.

At this point, we want to emphasize that aspects of collecting,
accessing, representing, generating, annotating, preprocessing, and
structuring music-related data are by far not trivial [PBD18,Ser14].
First of all, music offers a wide range of data types and formats in-
cluding text, symbolic data, audio, image, and video, see also Fig-
ure 1. Then, depending on the MIR task, one may need to deal
with various types of annotations, including lyrics, chords, guitar
tabs, tapping (beat, measure) positions, album covers, as well as
a variety of user-generated tags and other types of metadata. To
algorithmically exploit the wealth of these various types of infor-
mation, one requires methods for linking semantically related data
sources (e.g., songs and lyrics, sheet music and recorded perfor-
mances, lead sheet and guitar tabs) [Mül21b]. Finally, as for data
accessibility, copyright issues are a main obstacle for the distribu-
tion and usage of music collections in academic research.

3.4. Interactive Learning in Engineering Through Music

In recent years, deep learning and artificial intelligence have be-
come prominent parts of the public narrative. Discussions of tech-
niques, the data they are trained on, and the implications of their
use are all of broad relevance to a general audience. Music process-
ing as an interdisciplinary research field may serve as a vehicle to
make learning and understanding current trends in machine learn-
ing an interactive pursuit. As we discussed before, the inclusion
of music bridges the gap between the humanities and other com-
munities, such as mathematics, computer science, and engineering.
Therefore, research in MIR may help foster communication and
discussions across disciplines on the benefits and limitations of cur-
rent deep learning technologies.

As argued in the article [MMK21], music may also yield an intu-
itive entry point to support education on various levels. For exam-
ple, most students and schoolchildren are familiar with music video
games (e.g., SingStar or Rock Band), where the task is to sing along
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Figure 4: An overview of educational aspects of the FMP notebooks for teaching and leaning fundamentals of music processing and
their implementation using the interactive Jupyter notebook framework. See also https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/FMP
and [Mül21a, MZ19].

with music in order to score points. Similarly, when listening to a
piece of music, we are often able to tap along with the musical
beat—sometimes, we even do this unconsciously. When teaching a
challenging concept, instructors attempt to find compelling exam-
ples that their students can hold onto through the sea of equations
and subtleties. For technical disciplines such as signal processing
and machine learning, MIR tasks such as melody estimation or beat
tracking can be those motivating examples and help anchor abstract
concepts in a concrete, familiar context. This kind of contextualized
pedagogical practice has been shown to improve student retention
in computer science curricula [Guz10].

In addition to motivating and tangible music-based scenarios, the
availability of suitably designed software packages that make sig-
nal processing and machine learning more accessible are crucial
in view of interactive learning [Guz13]. Over the last 20 years, as
MIR developed as a research field, so did computational accessi-
bility, and the MIR community has contributed with several ex-
cellent toolboxes that provide modular source code for process-
ing and analyzing music signals. Prominent examples are es-
sentia [BWG∗13], madmom [BKS∗16], Marsyas [Tza09], and
the MIRtoolbox [LT07]. While most of these toolboxes are
mainly designed for research-oriented access to audio process-
ing, the Python package librosa [MRL∗15] with its educational
lens has also been incorporated into introductory MIR courses.
Specifically designed for educational purposes, the FMP note-
books [Mül21a,MZ19] offer an interactive foundation for teaching
and learning fundamentals of music processing (FMP), see Fig-
ure 4. The FMP notebooks leverage the web-based Jupyter note-
book framework [KRKP∗16], which allows users to create docu-
ments that contain live code, text-based information, mathematical
formulas, plots, images, sound examples, and videos. By closely

following the topics of the textbook titled Fundamentals of Mu-
sic Processing [Mül21b], the FMP notebooks provide an explicit
link between structured educational environments and current pro-
fessional practices, inline with current curricular recommendations
for computer science [Joi13].
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